IAGA Special Sopron Book Series
Springer Science+Business Media, a key partner of the
International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE), will publish the
official IAGA Special Sopron Book Series as a sub-series to
the IYPE series as a legacy to the Year. The new book subseries will enhance Springer’s growing Earth sciences
publishing program, which consists of journals, textbooks,
monographs, reference works, handbooks and encyclopedias.
The scientific IAGA book series will reflect the 5 divisions of
IAGA (The International Association of Geomagnetism and
Aeronomy), in their broadest sense respectively (I) Internal
Magnetic Fields,
(II) Aeronomic Phenomena, (III)
Magnetospheric
Phenomena,
(IV)
Solar
Wind
and
Interplanetary Field, and (V) Geomagnetic Observatories,
Surveys and Analyses.
Approximately five book volumes are being developed and planned for 2010:
► The Earth’s Magnetic Interior
► The Upper Atmosphere and the Ionosphere
► The Magnetosphere
► The Sun, the Solar Wind, and the Heliosphere
► Geomagnetic Observations and Models

The books will present contemporary and innovative research authored by some of the world’s top
scientists, instigated by the 11th Scientific Assembly of IAGA.
Springer is delighted to be a partner in this important global initiative, and we are very much looking
forward to supporting the IAGA and publishing the book series.
The International Year of Planet Earth aims to ensure greater and more effective use by society of the
knowledge accumulated by the world’s 400,000 Earth scientists. The Year’s ultimate goal - helping to
build safer, healthier and wealthier societies around the globe - is expressed in the Year’s subtitle
“Earth Sciences for Society.” The International Year of Planet Earth is a joint initiative by UNESCO and
the International Union of Geological Sciences. Running through to December 2009, the Year also
enjoys the full political support of 191 UN countries.
Springer is the second-largest publisher of journals in the science, technology, and medicine (STM) sector and the largest
publisher of STM books. It publishes on behalf of more than 300 academic associations and professional societies.
Springer is part of Springer Science+Business Media, one of the world’s leading suppliers of scientific and specialist
literature. The group publishes over 1,800 journals and more than 5,500 new books a year, as well as the largest STM
eBook Collection worldwide. Springer has operations in over 20 countries in Europe, the USA, and Asia, and some 5,500
employees.

For more information and on possible new book volume proposals for the Book Series, please contact:
► The Book Series Editor:
Bengt Hulqvist, IAGA Secretary General, The Swedish Institute of Space Physics, Box 812, S-98128 Kiruna, Sweden
hultqv@irf.se
Or
► The Publisher:
Petra van Steenbergen, Publishing Editor Earth Sciences, Springer, Dordrecht, The Netherlands
petra.vansteenbergen@springer.com

